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Strategy Cards 

Weaving Hul’quimi’num into our Studies: All 

Day, Every Day  
 

 

Texts for the Lesson Sequence: When Seagull Stole the Sun (Tu qwuni 

kwus qe’n utu Sumsha’thut ) Authour: Mabel Mitchell, The Origin of 

Daylight, Authour Theresa Thorne, The Stolen Sun by Amanda Hall, 

Pearson Education (Trios Collection,), Raven, A Trickster Tale from the 

Pacific Northwest by Gerald McDermott, Harper Brace and Company, I 

Like Stars by Margaret Wise Brown. 

Supporting Text for the lesson sequence,Title: Kwulasulwut Stories 

From the Coast Salish : The Stolen Sun  

Author: Ellen White 

Illustrations by David Neel 

This resource provides before, during and after 

reading and writing strategies. Mabel Mitchell’s Seagull 

Steals the Sun and Ellen White’s The Stolen Sun are 

our Focus Texts. We wish to acknowledge our elders 

generous gift of sharing these stories with our 

students.  
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Publisher: Theytus Books 

Synopsis: Seagull, who is lazy and deceitful, decides to trap Father Sun 

in his biggest cedar box.  He believes that his bright white feathers 

will provide all the light needed. The next morning Father Sun did not 

shine and everyone became very worried. Lucky for everyone, Raven 

makes a plan to return Father Sun to the Sky. 

 

 

 

Learning Outcomes:  

Hul’quimi’num Language Outcomes: Please refer to Cultural Calendar for 

Context and conversations on identifying specific learning outcomes 

for Early and Late Primary 

 Students will practice respectful ways to acknowledge the gift of 

the oral narrative from respected Elders Mabel Mitchell and 

Ellen White-(Students will learn the protocol about story 

ownership and behaviour expected if Mabel Mitchell or her 

relatives were to visit.  Students should learn at least three 

greetings and or social phrases that students would use when an 

Elder visits. 

 Identify five descriptors for Elder Mabel Mitchell and Ellen 

White using evidence from book blurb or personal knowledge. 

 Twenty Hul’quimi’num words from the focus text will be identified 

and students will accurately use the words during retells or 

readers theatre performance.  
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 Students will identify a text to text connections using  

Stz’uminus Elder Mabel Mitchells story. Five facts about Elder 

Mabel Mitchell will be mastered. 

 Ten  Hul’quimi’num colour words, numbers 1-20, Ten words to label 

characters” from the two oral narratives. 

 Use props to help convey meaning and retell the story. 

 Identify Hul’quimi’num body words and include in labelled diagram. 

 Develop and use personal dictionary or taxonomy to record new 

vocabulary. 

 Connect new topics to own experiences. 

 

 

Learning Outcomes from Stz’uminus : Level One Showing What You 

Know and Writing to Learn Rubric  

Some examples of learning outcomes are: 

 Participates in classroom language activities such as shared 

reading, role plays, imaginitive play, story retelling and sharing 

background knowledge with others. 

 With guided support student understands meaning and spelling of 

an identified basic vocabulary used in the oral narratives. Level 

One and Level Two Vocabulary/Spelling words reflect typically 

found in early and later primary texts. 

 With guided support understands and follows simple directions, 

responds to questions and shares personal experiences, feelings 

and connections with the text. 
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 Understand emergent skills re: phonological awareness areas (e.g. 

awareness of words, syllables, sounds and rhymes) 

 With guided support, students will be able to orally retell at least 

three of the events in the story. Retell will be in the correct 

order. The reader will be able to identify the Big Event in the 

story when prompts are provided. 

 Use prior knowledge of a topic to predict meaning  

 Use prior knowledge and some text features to predict story 

elements. 

 Derive meaning by listening attentively and participating fully in 

activities. 

Step One 

Booksharing: 

 

A. Before the Reading Discussion: 

 Examine the title and the illustrations from the 

story.(Understaning text features of the text) 

 What do you know for sure about the sun?(connections)? 

 What do you notice about the picture of Sun? 

 If you were in the picture that is on page 15, what do you notice 

about the sky?(Read the art) 

 What else do you notice?  

 How would it feel if you were in the picture? 

 Why do you think the Beach People are scared and worried? 

Critical thinking-making and inference) 

Step Two 
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Making Predictions using Stolen Sun Artifacts in the Box 

Items:Local  Carving of Sun, sunglasses, sea urchin shells, confetti 

to represent fish scales, carving of raven, small bentwood cedar 

box, small canoe, flashlight,  paper stars, moon picture.(Invite 

students and staff to contribute to the story in a bag- for 

example: students could create a bent wood box using template 

provided, donate old sunglasses, go for a field trip and gather 

shells, make a collage of fish pictures or bird pictures.)As they 

add the items the Hul’quimi’num word should be written or 

practiced) 

Step Three 

Structured Talk 

Ask students to turn to their learning partner and make a prediction 

about one of the artifacts.  I think that the (sunglassess) will be in 

the story because______________________________happens. 

Partner B then chooses a different item from the artifact bag and 

makes story predictions.  Then the partners must decide on the 

prediction that they think will most likely be in the story and they 

must explain their thinking.  We have decided 

that______________________will be in the story 

because__________________________________ happens. 

Step Four 

Shared Reading 
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ChunkOne: Pages 8, 9 and 10. We will read the first part of our 

story and then play Stop and Say Something.We will work in partners 

and then share our thinking with the whole class.  

Partner A: Say something about what Father Sun likes to do. 

Partner B: Say Something about how the people protected themselves 

from Father Sun’s warmth. 

Partner A:Say Something about how Father Sun entered the houses. 

Partner B:Say something about what would happen while Father Sun 

shared a meal with the Snuneymuwx people. 

All: Share the first three Readers’ Theater Strips 

Students can take the strips and practice in small groups 

Chunk Two:11,12,and 13.Stump the Teacher (Practice making 

Questions) 

Listen carefully to the story.  The teacher will stop and ask you to try 

and Stump the Teacher. Students will work in pairs to try and create  a 

question about what happened.  They will have a chance to see if the 

teacher can answer the questions that the learning partners have 

created. 

Here are some starter questions to ask your partner or your teacher: 

What do you know for sure about Father Sun? Where does this story 

take  place?  Can you tell two things that happen? How is the problem 

solved? What was your favourite part of the story? 
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 Prompt:

  

Have you ever felt like this character? 

 Probes: How does the character feel? 

Have you ever felt like this? 

What does/did the character want or hope or need? 

How are your experiences the same or different? 
 

 Prompt: Would you read another book by this author? 

 Probes: What were your favourite parts? 

What did those parts have in common? 

Did you like the main character? 

Did you care what happened to him or her? 
 

 Prompt: What questions would you like to ask the author? 

 Probes: What didn’t you understand? 

What parts seemed strange to you? 

What parts didn’t you like? 

Why do you think the author wrote it that way? 
 

 Prompt: What was the author trying to tell you? 

 Probes: What were some of the things the main character did? 

What happened to them? 

What were the results of their actions? 
 

 Prompt: Do you think the main character did the right thing? 
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Strategy Card 

 Readers’ Theatre 
The Stolen Sun – Elder Ellen White 

NARRATOR: Long ago, Father Sun used to leave his home in the sky to 

visit and feast with the people in the village. 

FATHER SUN: I think that I will go and visit the Sneneymuxw village 

today, I will feast on salmon with my good friends. 

VILLAGERS: We must prepare for Father Sun’s visit!  We must collect 

fish scales to put in a box by the door.  This will protect our skin so we 

don’t get burned. 

NARRATOR: All the villagers loved when Father Sun came to visit.  

Everyone except Qwuni (seagull) 

QWUNI: Why does everyone love Father Sun so much?  My white 

feathers could light up the entire sky just like He does! 

NARRATOR: Qwuni made a plan.  He invited Father Sun to his house 

for dinner. 

FATHER SUN: Hy’chqa (thank-you) for inviting me for dinner, Qwuni.  

This salmon is very tasty but needs some salt.  Do you have any? 

QWUNI: It is over there in the box.  Help yourself. 

(Father Sun walks over to the box and reaches in.  As he does this, 

Qwuni pushes the sun into the box and puts the lid on tight) 

QWUNI: Ah-ha!!!  Now I will be the one who lights the world!! 
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NARRATOR: Darkness filled the land.  The villagers were worried 

about their Father Sun. 

VILLAGERS: Where is Father Sun?  Why did he leave us?  We must 

ask Raven for help.   

(Raven walks in and stands by the villagers) 

VILLAGERS: Raven, can you help us find Father Sun? 

RAVEN: Yes, I will ask the ants to help me.  Little brothers and 

sisters, have you seen Father Sun?  

 (Ants listen to Qwuni talking to the box) 

ANTS: Yes.  When we were walking we saw Qwuni talking to a box.  

Father Sun is trapped in a box at Qwuni’s house!! 

RAVEN: Hychqa, little brothers and sisters.  I will get Sea Urchin to 

help me rescue Father Sun!  

(Raven walks over to sea urchin) 

SEA URCHIN: Hello brother.  What can I do for you? 

RAVEN: Qwuni has hidden Father Sun.  Let me swallow you and we will 

trick him into stepping on your spines. 

(Raven pretends to swallow something and sea urchin is gone) 

NARRATOR: Raven flew to Qwuni’s house and lay down on the 

doorstep.  Sea urchin began jumping around in Raven’s belly. 

RAVEN:Ouch!  Ouch!  Help me Qwuni!  

QWUNI:What is all the noise out here?  
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RAVEN: I ate sea urchin.  You must 

jump on my belly!  

QWUNI: OK, just be quiet. 

(Qwuni pretends to jumps on Raven’s 

stomach and gets spines in his foot) 

QWUNI: Ouch! Raven,  help me!  Get 

these spines out of my foot!!! 

RAVEN: It is too dark.  I can’t see! 

QWUNI: Hurry, open up that box in 

my house.  There is something very 

bright in there. 

(Raven opens the box)  

RAVEN: Father Sun you must go. Go 

back to the sky where you will be safe 

QWUINI:Help me, these Sea urchin 

spines hurt! 

(Raven takes the spines out of Qwuni’s 

foot) 

NARRATOR: Qwuni apologized to all 

of the people and the animals for 

hiding Father Sun.  Everyone forgave 

him because they were so happy to 

have the sun back up in 

Provide card with 

Hul’auimi’num word so 

that it can cover the 

english word.  Students 

can take turns placing 

the card in the correct 

place using the pocket 

chart. 

Xi Xwe-sea urchin 

Sumshathut-sun 

Xthum-box 

Qwuni-seagull 

Spa:l-Raven 

K’wul’u-stomach 

Lelum-house 

Sxun’u-foot 

Happy 

Sad 

Belly 

Friends  

Lhec-dark 
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Strategy Card 

Keeping a Personal Dictionary: My Lelum of Words 

Keeping a Personal Dictionary of words you think are interesting can help you when 

you do your draft writing. You can set up your dictionary using the Lelum design.  

Follow these steps: Put this design on an overhead.  Shine the picture on to a big 

piece of paper that has 24 blocks. This will help you create a giant sized lelum of 

words that can be displayed in your classroom.  Students can place words from the 

Stolen Sun Story in the correct block (Change 1-to A) Create words on acetate 

and cut them up and sort them by placing the word on the correct letter box.( 

Place acetate word on the overhead.) 

1.                                                                                                                   
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Try this Activity: Here are some words that you might find hard to 

spell. Many of these words are in the Stolen Sun Story.  You can use 

these words to retell the story or to use in a new and creative way! 

Words are your building blocks for writing.       

SUN MOON STARS WORD WALL 

  A    B   C   D 

about    because  called   dinner 

after    before   coming                    didn’t 

afternoon   better   couldn’t  door 

aunt    black   cousin  down 

away    bring   Creator  dried 

ants    brought  covered  dry 

angry    bull rushes  clams   ________ 

arrived                                         

_________   boxes   children  ________ 

_________   backwards  cook   ________ 

_________   ________  curious  

 ________ 

_________   _________  clambered  ________ 

 

                                    Be a Mind Reader 
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E    F   G   H 

each    father   give   happy 

enjoy    feet   goes   have 

every    feather   good                      hear 

evening   find   ground  heard 

ever    fire   gift   high 

elder    found   gather   house 

eldest    friend   ________  hurt 

__________   fish   ________  home 

   I    J   K    L 

if    just   keep   like 

into    jump   kept   leave 

intelligent   jumping  kind   lie 

invite    jumped   know              little 

_________   ________  knew   leapt 

_________   ________  kelp   ________ 

   M    N   O   P 

make    near   ocean   picture 

making    never   open   play 

morning   next   off   pitch 

mountain   night   once   please 

much    now   one   put 
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might    _______  our   _________ 

more    _______  over   _________ 

meetings   _______  out   _________ 

middle   _______  _______              _________ 

mat    _______  _______  _________ 

 R    S   T   U 

remember   sun   take   under 

right    said   took   until 

room    say   tell   upon 

run    should   thank   use 

raven    sister   there   used 

ready    stole   their   urchin 

________   steal   they’re           ________ 

________   something  told   ________ 

________   scales   _________  ________ 

________   sealed    _________  ________ 

________   skinny  _________  ________ 

________   stayed   _________  ________ 

________   salt   _________  ________ 

_________   salmon  _________  ________ 

V    W   Y 

villiage     way   your 

very    walk   you 
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 In this game, the teacher thinks of a word on the wall that she or he 

wants to focus on.  Now you will give five clues to the students so that 

they can’t help but come with the answer to the riddle.   

1. 1. Have students draw five lines and tell them that you are going 

to see who can read your mind. 

2. The students will have to make a guess for the word you are 

thinking of based on your clue.  Tell them you will give them five 

clues.  By the fifth clue everyone should have the answer to the 

Mind Reading Game. 

3.  Your first clue will always be “It’s one of the words on our Word 

Wall.  Students write the one word that they think it will be 

after the number one.   

4. Each next clue should get them closer to the word you have 

selected.   

5. Clues can include any feature that you want the students to 

notice.  For example:  It is a Hul’quimi’num word, or it has more 

than four letters, or it ends with a silent e, it is a descritive 

word, It fits in this sentence. 

The__________ provides light and warmth. 

 

 

                                     

 Be a Mind Reader is a Favourite Word 

Wall Activity. 
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Strategy Card 

Play Book Bingo using WOW WORDS 

                               

BOOK BINGO CARD #1 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Step One:  

Choose nine words from the list and write one in each box. 

 

important  village  honored  seagull feathers 

apologized  bouncing  ants   bellowed invite 

skinny  clamored  treacherous        generous  escape                  

Imut 

Kwecu         Qwuni                 Mem       xthum 
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BOOK BINGO CARD #2 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Choose nine words from the list below and write one in each box. 

 

Impolite  interrupt  Sneneymuxw    torches meeting 

Prisoner  nettle fibres  pitch   canoes ignore 

Scales           Ellen White  mountain  Elder 

 powerful            Kwasun                  ‘iyus                        Skweyul            

Sce:lhtun        Netultlelhm 

Add more Hul’quimi’num words for this Level Two Card 
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Book Bingo – Clues for Card #1 

 

Does anyone have a word that fits for this clue 

1. thinks he is so bright, he can 

replace Father Sun? 

2. skinny in the middle? 

3. means to climb into something 

in a clumsy way? 

4. means you say that you are 

sorry? 

5. speaks very loyally? 

6. evil – planning to do mean 

things? 

7. like jumping? 

8. can fit under a door? 

9. not stingy? 

10. Star 

11. Happy 

12.  

 

 

Book Bingo Clues for Card   2 

 

Does anyone have a word that fits for this clue? 

1. Not wait for someone to finish. 

2. Can sting if rubbed against 

3. Kwulasulwut 

4. Nanaimo 

5. Drips from trees 

6. Bigger than a hill 

7. Used for light 

8. Not allowed to go freely 

9. Protect you from the sun 
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Strategy Card 

People Search – Seagull Steals the Sun 
This activity can be used as a Before You Read Activity or as an After you Read activity.  You might 

want to have students start by cutting up the Find someone who can…boxes and playing with fewer 

boxes.  Students can work put their answer on the back of the card.  

 

Name the bird who            Name the colour           Knows the Elder who 

Wanted to be as    of Raven   shared the “Seagull Stole  

Powerful as Father Sun      story 

 

___________________  ________________ __________________ 

 

Name three problems  Can sound like a  Can tell you how to  

you would notice if   seagull   protects yourself from 

There was no “Father Sun”     the sun’s rays. 

 

___________________  ________________ __________________ 

 

What sea plant can be  Tell what a sea urchin Knows why seagulls  

Used instead of salt  feels like if you step  screech. 

     on it    . 

__________________  ________________ __________________ 
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Strategy Card 

Using Quotation Marks 
 

In this picture, Qwuni is in a lot of pain. Qwuni is asking Raven 

for help. What words should be in the speech bubble? 

If you want to write this talking (conversation) between Qwuni and 

Raven as part of a story, you need to use quotation marks. 

 Quotation marks (“’       ”)  

show the reader that a 

character is  talking. 

Quotation marks are 

always used in pairs. 

The first set (“) goes 

right before the first 

word that the person says. Don’t forget to use a capital for the 

beginning of a sentence 

The second set goes right after the punctuation mark that follows the 

last word the person says.   
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Try this Try: 

Use the sentence strips from the Readers Theatre Script.  

Change the readers Theatre presentation into talking 

sentences using what you have learned about quotation marks. 

For Example: 

Qwuni: Ouch Ouch! These spines are hurting me! 

“Ouch Ouch! These spines are hurting my foot” cried Qwuini 

NOW YOU TRY 

_____________________________________________
_____________________________________________
_____________________________________________
_____________________________________________ 
_____________________________________________ 

hint:  When quotation marks 
are hand written they look 
like the numbers 66 and 99 

It is easy to remember that 
66 comes before 99 when you 
count 

Even when you add more words at 
the end of the sentence, the 
quotation marks stay in the 
same place .  

Dont forget to end the 
sentence with the correct 
punctuation. 
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Strategy Card 

Getting Started with Free Verse and 

Poetry after Reading the Story 
 

Read related story:  

Here is another form of Poetry that you can try 

with your partner or on your own. 

Acrostic 

N-Descriptive word 

A-Descriptive word 

M-Descriptive word 

E-Descriptive word 
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Strategy Card 

Poetry Writing: Cinquain Poems 
 

 

A Cinquain Poem is made up of five short, non- rhyming lines: 

Line One-One word title 

Line Two-Two describing words 

Line Three-Three action (doing) words 

Line Four-Four words tell about how I feel when I think about the title 

Line Five-Choose another word that describes the title 

 

Try this with the whole class a few times before students work in pairs 

or individuallly to create a poem. I call it “The Best Guess Poetry 

Square” 

Step One: 

 Have the class decide on one big idea or word from the Stolen Sun 

Story.  Students choose from five key words: Father Sun, 

Sum’shathut, Qwuini,(Seagull), Spa:l, (Raven),box, xthum, Sea 

Urchin,(Xi xwe).  This word will become the last word of the poem….it 

is the one the reader must guess based on the clues that the poem 

provides on the four lines. 
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Step Two: Invite students to think of clues that help the reader guess 

the last line.  Teacher will encourage the students to use describing 

words or action words . 

Step Three:  Have the students think of words that describe “How I 

feel when I think about or remember things about the chosen word.  

(If this is too hard ask students to use feeling words that are 

generated when you ask to have students think of words that can be 

used how the word would feel if you touched it…if you smelled it…if you 

heard it or saw it.( Senses) 

Step Four:  Invite students to read a poem written by another class, 

or one that you wrote and see if they think it meets the criterion for 

the Cinquain or Riddle Poem. Black 

Cold, lonely, 

Stumble, fall, hungry, Miss warmth  sunny day, Lhec 

Step Four: 

 Invite students to work in pairs or individually to write a cinquanin.  

You might provide a lot of molelling during the day ….”I just heard a 

real jem from Corey! It reminds me of a WOW word that we have been 

looking for…..Did you notice that the authour didn’t use the word 

“pretty”? ….I think she cracked open that boring old word and now she 

has a real gem!...Magnificant! Lets add it to our WOW WORDS LIST.  
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Step Five:  

Draw a square on a blank paper.  Place lines so that each corner makes 

a trianle. Students cut the poetry square out. Fold the corners in to 

the centre. 

Step Five:Have students write one of the four lines on each of the 

four  folded triangles.Working clockwise so that the first line goes in 

the top left hand corner. Write the fifth line on the back of the poem 

square. 

Step Six: 

 Have students lift each triangle and draw pictures under each flap.  

The word on the pack of the poem should be represented by the 

pictures. 
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Step Seven:  

 When everyone has finished the cinquain squares, have students 

exchange them to see if they can guess what each other’s poems are 

about.  Encourage the use of the Hul’quimi’num words whenever 

possible. 

Extensions:  This activity can be used to Show What you Know about a 

science or math topic. 
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Strategy Card 

Creating a Reader’s Theatre Script from one of the Oral 

Narratives shared by your Hul’quimi’num Elder Mabel Mithchell  

 

Step One: Decide on an Oral Narrative that your Hul’quimi’num 

teacher has presented to your class that you will convert into a 

readers Theatre script. Meet with the Elder to ask permission to put 

the story into a Readers’ Theatre framework.  Ask for guidance.  

Remember to thank Mabel for her generous gift. 

Step Two: Decide on the number of speakers that you will need. (Try 

and not go past five speakers plus the narrator or All. Assign each 

speaker a colour. 

Step Three: Re-write the script so that the talking parts are changed 

into just plain sentences.  Put the name of the person who is talking at 

the front of the talking sentence. 

Step Four:Ask Students to write a Readers Theatre line that tells 

what happens.  Encourage the students to Show -Don’t just tell the 

reader the important event. 

Step Five: Invite Elder Mabel Mitchell and Hul’quimi’num teacher to 

your Readers’ Theatre performance. 

Step Six:  Write a Friendly Letter to thank Mabel. Share your 

thinking about the story and tell her about your favourite part. 
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Strategy Card 

 

Songs, Chants, and word games, word play rhymes and riddles are all playful and 

engaging ways to stimulate curiosity and experimentation with language.We now 

know the importance of word play and other vocabulary games contribute to the 

readers schema about how reading and speaking work.  It is our jobs as educators 

to help the students see that their fun with words is intentional and not accidental.  

In other words, always let our young learners know why we are working so hard on 

our word games and our poetry unit. 

Making Words: 

 This activity helps students become familiar with the way words work.  This is 

helping students decode unfamiliar words by encouraging them to find the little 

word in a big word, recognize patterns in words and identify speech sounds to the 

correct phonemes.  

Step One: Choose a word from the focus story you are listening to in the 

Hul’quimi’num lessons.  Forexample: Seagull . Scramble the letters 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  E  A G   L  U   S L 

Word Work and Phonemic Awareness in the Primary 

Grades to use with Hul’quimi’num Vocabulary 
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Have students cut out their letters and write the lower case on the back. 

Now invite the students to make words using the collection in the blocks. First, are 

there any words that you can make with two letters in them? 

________  _________ (as) 

________ __________ __________ (sea) 

________ __________ __________ _________ (sell) 

________ __________ __________  _________ 

_________ _________ __________ __________ _________ 

Step Two: Be a Word Maker Some of you might have made the word . The word 

SELL might be onyour list.  If not write it down.  Now change the “E” to “I” and 

what do we have now? 

Other ideas: Add an a after the E and what do we have now? 

Celebrate the creation of each new word by adding it to your Word Wall. You are 

word Magicians! 

 

Word Patterns or Word Families: 

Once the group has identified a word family such as ALL, encourage students to 

add a new first sound and announce If I can read ALL, I can read Tall, Fall, Mall. 

Ball, Etc.  Yeah we have a Class full of Word Makers!!! 

If I can spell  

SEA I can spell TEA,________,________.  
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Strategy Card 

 

This is an activity that sounds and looks like Word Search with a twist. The purpose is to 

show students how some words are used over and over.  We need to read and write them 

quickly and accurately.  It also encourages repeated visits to the text and requires 

attention to print.You can write the Hul’quimi’num words into the first bold row and the 

student choices in the bottom. 

Students re-read the story with a purpose in mind. Every time students find one of the 

words fom the bottom two rows, they colour a block.  Students compare their finished 

Word Frequency Chart with others in the class and co-create a Our Most Frequent words 

List.  These words are  added to the ever-growing “Word Wall” that is easily accessed. 

The winner is the first individual or team who has the word that reaches the top first. 

      

      

      

      

      

      

      

  How Many Times ? Predict the Frequent Words  
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Words that start with 

my favourite 

letters__S and T 

  

 Sumshalthut 

  

  

  

  

 

Words that are 

describing words 

 bright 

  

  

  

  

 

Words with common 

word families: un, ar, 

ea.  

 sun 

  

  

  

Words with 

double consonants 

  

  

  

  

  

Words that are 

compound words 

  

  

  

  

  

 

Words that are 

contractions 

  

  

  

  

  

More words that are 

descriptive or 

describing words 

  

  

  

  

Words that are 

action or DOING 

words 

  

  

  

  

  

Words can be sorted in many ways. Students can use Word Wall Words or a List 

from the Hul’quimi’num Teacher’s Focus Vocabulary or phrases. 
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Words that have a 

base + suffix or 

prefix: eg. Unhappy 

  

  

  

  

  

 

Words that 

describe the main 

character 

  

  

  

  

  

Words that are WOW 

words 

 

  

  

  

  

  

Words that are 

vivid words or 

words that have 

been cracked 

open. 

Shimmer instead 

of pretty 

  

  

  

  

Words  or 

phrases that 

help the 

reader make a 

picture in 

their mind 

about the 

setting 

  

Words that I don’t 

know 

  

  

  

  

  

 

Words that are 

my favourites 

  

  

  

  

  

Words that fit in this 

category: 

 Hul’quimi’num 

animals 

 

Words that fit in 

this category: 

High Frequency 
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Strategy 

 

 

This is a “CLOZE” Activity uses the Word Chart or Pocket 

Chart.   

Step One  

Create word strips with sentences from the “Stolen Sun” or 

the “Readers Theatre” Script.   

Step Two  

Select certain words or groups of words that you cover using 

a blank card.  Students use context clues or background 

knowledge clues to guess what is behind the blank card.  

Anything that sounds right and makes sense should be 

considered correct even if it doesn’t match the original word.  

This will help students take a risk.  

Step Four 

Be a Reader Detective 
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You can cover part of a word or a beginning letter, word 

families, or any other language feature your students are 

working with.  

 

 

                                 Strategy Card 

I Like Stars 
 by Margaret Wise Brown: 

I like stars 

Yellow stars 

Green stars 

Red stars 

Blue Stars 

I like stars 

Far stars, quiet stars 
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Bright stars, Light stars 

I like stars 

Strategy 

 
Step One:Put this poem on the chalkboard and chant it over 

and over.  (Teacher then erases some of the words) 
Step Two:Then sing “My eyes are dim I cannot see—But I 

have  brought my specs with me…. I will give it a try…..” 

Step Three: Next erase almost all of the poem.. ask students 

if they can read the invisible ink. If students are successfully 

reading the invisible ink invite the principal in to see how 

students can read the invisible ink…  

Step Four: Students select their own poem from the Sun 

MoonStars Theme collection of poems and play Invisible Ink 

with a learning partner. 

                               

Reading Invisible Ink 
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Strategy 

Text Re-Building is an activity that uses very familiar text that has 

been cut into many sentence strips or picture blocks and then the 

student re-build the text by organizing it so that it matches the 

familiar original text.  

Materials For this activity, art work from Noel Brown depicting the 

Stolen Sun Story in eight plates is available in the Theme Bin.  If you 

do not have the Theme Bin use the pictures provided.   

Step One Text is re-written on to sentence strips or paragraph 

blocks.  For students that are challenged by this activity, provide a 

copy of the original text for review.  

Step Two I like to put the poem or the story on overhead acetate.  

The students place the sentence in the correct order so that you can 

now read the poem from that is projected on to the board. This can be 

used in a Literacy Station   

      

 

 

Text Re-Building 

Students write sentence strips from story  that you will use to re-build the text. COPS each sentence. 

Now write each sentence put  oak strips for the pocket chart. Set up a Literacy Station for this 

strategy. 

_________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________
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Strategy 

 

 

 

1. Create flash cards – match Hul’quimi’num with English 

2.Complete a Word Search with target vocabulary 

3.Scramble the word and then un-scramble 

4.Place all Hul’quimi’num vocabulary on the Stolen Sun 

Word Wall 

5.Use a pocket chart for the Readers’ Theatre sentence 

strips and cover the Hul’quimi’num word and ask students 

to find the word in the word bank box. 

6. Create your own personal Hul’quimi’num Dictionary or 

Word Lelum or your own Flip Up Book –create picture for 

each word. 

7.Making Words Strategy  

Hul’quimi’num Vocabulary: Suggestions for Word Play and Word Work 
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Shupten          

Knife 

Qwuni                  

Seagull 

Stolen Sun-by Elder Ellen White 

Tu qwuni kwus qe’n utu Sum’sha thut-Seagull Steals the Sun by 

Elder Mabel Mitchell 
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Sum sha’thut               

Sun 

Xthum                           

Box 

Spa:l                          

Raven 

Utlqt                            

out 
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lhec                           

dark 

S’Xunu    

Nem suw’q’tu sum 

sha thut 

                                    

Go find the sun 
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‘um’nuha                    

Step on 

Quilus                          

sad 

Xixwe                           

sea urchin 

Ce wut                          

help 
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Kwey lupin                 

hiding something 

Sce:lhtun                     

salmon 

Skweyul                      

day/sky 

Kwasun                       

star 
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‘imush                          

to walk 

Pa:mshun                    

swollen foot 

Kwecum                  

Mem                             

Father 
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‘cum’cuyi’                    

ant 

St’lit’qulh                     

child 
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Strategy Card 

 

 

Step One 

Invite students to imagine that they have been chosen to be the 

illustrator for this story. Support their efforts by sharing with them 

the fact that the artists have to tell a story with the drawing.  They 

must read the sentence and then make a picture (or a movie) in their 

head about what they just read.   

Step Two 

Ask the students to think about three or four things that they can 

draw to show that they understand what the author wrote and what 

the author wants the reader to know about.  Make the (picture) story  

interesting by adding lots of details.   Use many colours and shades.  

Fill each of the four parts of the page with some visual that adds 

information. Encourage student drawings to be “ BIG and BOLD and 

BRIGHT.” 

Step Three  

Thinking Like a Story Illustrator 
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Ask a learning partner to read your art and see if it matches the 

sentence that you were asked to illustrate.  Does your partner have any 

suggestions about improving your art?  

 

Seagull Steals the Sun 

Elder Mabel Mitchell 
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A long time ago there was no 

day. The animals were in the 

dark.  
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The seagull (Qwuni) had the daylight hidden 

in a little xthum, (box) and he kept the cover 

tightly closed 
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His shuyulh (cousin) Spa:l (Raven) wanted 

to get the daylight out of the box. 
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Spa:l (Raven) went for a walk with Qwuni 

(Seagull) and began to think how to get the 

daylight out, so he thought: “I hope Qwuni 

(Seagull) will get a sliver in his foot. 
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Just then as he was hopping.  Qwuni (Seagull) got a 

XuwXuwi:nlhp (thistle) in his foot.  Spa:l said “Show me 

your foot and I’ll take your sliver out.” 

 

 

“I’m trying to get the needle out!”.   

Spa:al really pushed the sliver in further 
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Spa:l said: I want you to give more light so I 

can see.” 
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So Qwuni cried: “Oh my sxunu!  Oh my 

sxunu.” 
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Then Qwuni opened up the box and so the 

daylight escaped.  And that is why we have 

daylight today. 
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Strategy Card 

 

Lesson Intentions: Students must take an in-depth look at a 

character and analyze character traits based on the evidence 

and their own personal knowledge. This how we make 

character inferences.  The activity will support written 

expression when students create several paragraphs about 

the character.Visual representations of background mural and 

final character will add to the Portfolio of Learning.  

Materials Needed:  

Copies of Seagull Steals the Sun by Mabel Mitchell 

Life-Size Characters-A Co-operative Group 

Activity that Supports Character Understanding 

for Stolen Sun Story 
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 List of character attributes, Character Puzzle graphic 

organizer, (see teacher manual), large sheets of blank chart 

paper, construction paper, markers, rubric for self, peer and 

teacher evaluation 

 

 

 

STEP by STEP 

Step 1. Choose a character from  Seagull Steals the Sun 

Step 2.Be clear and direct that students are to look for the 

following information: 

Character’s Voice: Examples of speech that reveals important 

information about him or her. Record at least two quotes and 

show what this tells you know about the character. 

Character Deeds: Search for passages that tell what the 

character does .  Record at least two actions and tell /show 

what these actions reveal about the character. 

Characters Looks: Find sentences that talk about the 

character’s outer appearance vs. their inner qualities. Find 

enough information so that you can make a mental picture of 

the character. 
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Character’s Thoughts and Feelings:   Find at least three 

passages that show what was inside the character’s head and 

heart.  

Step 3. Once students have completed at least two of the 

graphic organizers that focus on “character”, have students 

refer to the rubric and see if they can improve their work.  

Peer assessment should focus on using the rubric to make 

suggestions for improvement. 

 

Step 4.Next, Place the image of raven, qwuni, on the overhead. 

Students are to trace the outline of the image so that it is 

very large. If a human character is chosen, trace a life size 

body shape. 

Step 5. Students must now work collaboratively to bring the 

character life. Think of all the ways to describe the 

appearance and the personality traits of the character. 

(Clothes,   facial features, hair colour etc. would be 

considered if the character was human. Feathers, beak etc. if 

character is a bird.)The information that the class places on a 

web will all contribute to bringing your character to life.   

Step 6. Now you ask the students to prepare and rehearse 

introducing their character.  Model ways that will engage the 

audience and bring an enthusiasm to the introduction. For 
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example: Give dialogue to your life sized portrait, compare him 

or her to your own personality traits. Create a TABLEAUX OR 

Frozen Statues that indicate significant actions of the 

character. 

 

 

 

 

Step 7 

Life Size Character Rubric for Drawing of Inside-Outside 

Characteristics –Whole group Mural or other Presentation of 

Characters 

Name_________________Peer Editor___________________ 

Circle the appropriate number for each criterion listed below:1-Not 

Quite.2-Getting there,3-Meets expectations for the task, 4-Exceeds 

expectations   

1,2,3,4 

 

1,2,3,4              

 

1,2,3,4 

The character looks the way the book describes him or her; 

the details are factually accurate. Use of Hul’quimi’num 

vocabulary includes:___________________ 

 

The character’s words shows the audience the character’s 

beliefs, personality and/or attitudes. Hul’quimi’num 

vocabulary includes_________________  

 

Comparisons of self to character are clear, show strong 

personal connections and show that the reader has made 
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1,2,3,4 
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Teacher Talk 

So… here are some ideas we can play with: 

I always think about a lesson in three parts:   

Before the Read:  I usually try and pitch or “sell” the text… 

This is a very special book by a special Elder.  Her name is Mabel Mitchell and she 

has been teaching for a long time Strategy Card Page two 

Strategy Card:  Making Predictions about what the story will be About using 

Artifacts-(Story in a Basket)  

The story that we are going to learn about is about how important it is for all the 

people (mustimuxw) and the animals and plants to have the Sun. 

Here is where we might start to build our mind map about stars: (We will tell the 

students that the sun is really a star….Who Knew???!! 

(This will be used when we go to write a poem about the Sun… 

Kids all over the world have read about stars in this poem…I  Like stars…what else 

do you like about stars ….lets keep track of all our ideas about stars…(sun and moon 

perhaps) 

Now we have got the kids attention and hopefully they are engaged and keen to 

hear the beginning part of Ellen’s story 
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Now we have a Shared Reading: Strategy Card Three:Now we are teaching our 

students to participate in Stop and Say Something 

Becky- You and I can model this for the students  …I will be One Nuca and you will 

be two- yuse’lu… 

 

 

 

 

After the read: 

 For our first time together lets keep it simple …We can make a Flip Up book with 

our favourite characters so far: Target Vocab:Dark, Star, Qwuni, raven, 

 

Sum’sha thut, salmon, Qwuni,salmon, We can make sfish scales using confetti  from 

the three hole punch..  

 

We might finish the lesson with the Hul’quimi’num StarSong that Buffy has taught 

the primary kids.  Pearl might help with this –I think it is on the CD Pearl and Buffy 

made.. 
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